Deliver great products with the secure
collaboration tool employees love
Dropbox Business helps retail and packaged goods companies work
smarter through every step of the supply chain, from the first designs to
the final sale. Keep key stakeholders up to date with a central repository
for contracts and budgets, and streamline collaborative processes for
design, logistics, planning, and analytics with the tool employees already
know and love. Dropbox Business is the secure, collaborative technology that keeps distributed
teams on the same page — so they can put great products into the hands of their customers.

Protect company information

Reduce overhead

•

•

Enjoy peace of mind with a secure, distributed
infrastructure with multiple layers of protection

•

seasonal fluctuations by provisioning renewable
licenses on an as-needed basis

Protect intellectual property and critical business
data when devices are lost or stolen with remote

•

wipe
•

Phase out expensive legacy systems, and control

Reduce the number of IT tickets by giving employees
a tool they already know and love

Monitor internal and external sharing with

•

Bring together the fragmented IT ecosystem

comprehensive audit logs to be sure that your

between

recent sketches, recipes, or layouts are always

POS, logistics, manufacturing, and design software,

protected

and reduce the number of tools IT needs to manage

Bring your vision to life

Get to market quickly and securely

•

•

Quickly sync changes to even the largest design
files with Delta, LAN, and Streaming sync

•
•

distribution process by sending stakeholders
password-protected or expiring links

Preview mockups and illustrations on-the-go,
on any device
Enhance your team's existing workflows with over

Gain more control over the buying, planning, and

•

Use shared folders to iterate faster between design,
merchandising, marketing, and distribution

300,000 app integrations

Dropbox Business is a favorite solution for retail employees and their IT departments

For more information on Dropbox Business, contact your partner sales representative or visit dropbox.com/business

